Instructor
Elizabeth Dunn, Assistant Professor
Room 2013, Kenny Building
Office: 827-3144  Cell: 778-891-2243
Email: edunn@psych.ubc.ca

Course Overview
This course will explore the scientific study of self-knowledge. In the first unit of the course, we will trace the boundaries of self-knowledge within four major domains, examining how well people know their own abilities, personality, attitudes, and emotions. Next, we will focus on obstacles to self-knowledge, including both motivational and non-motivational barriers to knowing oneself (Unit 2). In Unit 3, we will examine potential pathways to overcoming these obstacles. Finally, we will consider whether and when increasing self-knowledge represents a desirable goal (Unit 4).

Requirements and Evaluation
This class has 5 requirements, as described below:

1) **Class Participation (20% of grade):** Discussion is a central component of this class. It is therefore very important that you attend class and participate actively. You may be absent (physically or mentally) from one class session without penalty; each additional absence not cleared by me ahead of time will result in a one-step drop in this component of your grade. As part of your class participation, you will be expected to complete several demonstration activities (don’t worry—these will require minimal time). For example, for the two weeks before we discuss emotions, you will be asked to keep a daily record of your own mood and several variables you think may predict your mood—we will analyze and discuss your data in class. Finally, though it almost goes without saying, open discussion in this course requires that everyone feel comfortable talking about sensitive issues; treating anyone in the class with disrespect will have a highly detrimental effect on the participation component of your grade.

2) **Discussion questions (15% of grade):** Each week, you must submit two discussion questions by noon the day before class via WebCT. These discussion questions should be thoughtful responses to the reading, not requests for clarification (although you are welcome to submit clarification questions in addition to your discussion questions). In forming discussion questions, you may want to challenge the conclusions drawn by authors, consider implications of the findings, or relate the readings to other topics. See me if you would like examples of good discussion questions.

3) **Class facilitation (20% of grade):** Twice during the semester you will serve as a class facilitator (see Info Sheet at the end of the syllabus for additional guidelines).

4) **Idea papers (30% of grade):** You will write 5 brief idea papers (2-3 pages each). In each paper, you should propose a study or series of studies related to that week’s topic. To generate these studies, you may want to think about (a) an unresolved or overlooked question related to the week’s topic, (b) a connection between the week’s topic and your own research interests, or (c) a connection between the week’s topic and other articles you’ve read in this course or another course. In each paper, you should briefly introduce the question or hypothesis (tying it to the course readings and any other relevant literature), describe your proposed study and expected results, and identify the broader conclusions that could be drawn from your results. You can choose which weeks to write these papers, but I would strongly recommend that you not wait until the last 5 weeks of the course to get started. Whenever you write a mini-paper, you should bring it with you to class and be prepared to share your idea with your classmates, who will help you refine it.
5) **Take-home Message Paper** (15% of grade): Because this course covers a diverse array of research, you will write a brief paper (2-3 pages) due on the last day of class in which you integrate readings from across the course to provide your own answers to several key questions about self-knowledge. The primary goal of this paper is to help you develop a memorable take-home message for yourself regarding the central issues covered in the course.

**Class Structure**
Each week, one student serving as class facilitator will be responsible for completing the recommended reading and teaching this material to the rest of the class. With my help, the facilitator will convey this supplementary material using lectures, demonstrations, and other methods (~20-30 mins). Next, we will discuss everyone’s reading questions (~60-90 mins). Finally, during most classes, we will have an Idea Workshop, in which students who have written mini-papers that week will briefly share their study proposal with the class and receive feedback and assistance in refining it (~30-40 mins).

**Access to Readings**
Most readings will be available on WebCT (see “How to use WebCT” on the last page). You will need to obtain a copy of *Strangers to Ourselves*.

**READING LIST**

**COURSE INTRODUCTION**

Week 1 (Sept 7): Organizational Meeting (no reading)

Week 2 (Sept 14): The Big Picture (course overview)
**Required**

**Recommended**

**UNIT 1: SELF-KNOWLEDGE WITHIN DOMAINS**

Week 3 (Sept 21): Abilities and Behavior
**Required**

**Recommended**
Week 4 (Sept 28): Personality

Required


Recommended


Week 5 (Oct 5): Attitudes (including self-esteem)

Required


Recommended

Week 6 (Oct 12): No class (SESP conference)

Week 7 (Oct 19): Emotions

Required:


Recommended:
UNIT 2: OBSTACLES TO SELF-KNOWLEDGE

Week 8 (Oct 26): Motivational limits

Required


Commentary on Anderson & Green:


Recommended


Week 9 (Nov 2): Non-motivational limits: The Adaptive Unconscious

Required


Recommended


UNIT 3: ROUTES TO SELF-KNOWLEDGE

Week 10 (Nov 9): Looking inward

Required


Recommended

Week 11 (Nov 16): Looking outward (and back in)

Required:


Recommended


UNIT 4: VALUE OF SELF-KNOWLEDGE

Week 12 (Nov. 23): Is self-enhancement beneficial?

Required


Recommended


Week 13 (Nov. 30): Beyond self-enhancement…

Required


Recommended

Facilitation Info Sheet

Here is what you will do as a facilitator during each part of class:

1) Teaching recommended material (20-30 mins): Your job in this part of class is to familiarize your classmates with the material covered in the recommended readings. You may do this in whole or in part through lecture, but I would STRONGLY encourage you to incorporate creative or interactive teaching methods as well, such as:
   a. Doing a demonstration that will allow your classmates to experience a psychological phenomenon discussed in the readings
   b. Re-enacting the experiment in class
   c. Showing a brief (<5 mins) video clip that highlights a key concept
   d. Finding out some fun facts about study authors
   e. Anything else you can think of—interpretive dance, diorama, whatever…

2) Leading discussion (60-90 mins): Your job in this part of class is to facilitate (not dominate) class discussion of the readings. You will call on your classmates to read their own discussion questions in the order you determined ahead of time. Discussion does not have to be limited to the original list of DQ’s and may shift toward issues you select or that come up in class, but it is your job (with possible nudging from me) to decide when discussion wanders too far astray from the key issues. Note that for most weeks you will need to leave time at the end of class to workshop research ideas generated by any students in their idea papers.

Here is the preparation you will need to do before facilitating:

1) Right after the class preceding your facilitation: See me briefly for initial discussion of possible approaches.

2) Well before facilitation: Read all of the required and recommended articles, and plan how to teach this material.

3) 24-48 hours before facilitation: Read through your classmates’ discussion questions, and figure out how to organize them. Then, see me to go over your plans for the class.

4) More than 5 minutes before facilitation: Create a document that contains your classmates’ questions in the order we decided upon (note that at least one question from everyone should be included). Make copies for everyone.
How to Use WebCT

TO LOGIN: Go to www.webct.ubc.ca and enter your CWL and password and then click on the link to this course. (if you don’t have a CWL, go to www.cwl.ubc.ca)

TO ACCESS READINGS:
1) Go to course homepage
2) Click on the relevant week (eg, “Week 3: Abilities and Behavior”)
3) Click on the article you want

TO POST DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
1) Go to course homepage
2) Click on “Discussions”
3) Click “Compose message”
4) IMPORTANT: Select the topic for the relevant week (eg, “Week 3: Abilities & Behavior”)
5) Type or paste in your discussion questions, along with a subject line
6) Click “post”
7) Check that your message is displayed correctly!

TO VIEW DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
1) From within the “discussions” tool, click on the relevant week.
2) Click the magnifying glass to view an individual message OR check off the messages and click compile to see all of the DQ’s in one document.

How to Read Articles

FIRST: Ask yourself what you want to get out of the article. Do you need to do a close reading or will skimming suffice?

• Skimming: Skimming can be OK (eg, recommended reading)
  – Read abstract carefully
  – Read 1st 2 paragraphs and last paragraph of intro
  – Skim method section (read overview if provided)
  – Skip results
  – Read 1st 2 paragraphs of discussion and look at sub-headings

• Close reading: Read article once thru and then re-read key/confusing bits
  – Can *still* skim more tangential parts
    • Literature you already know
    • Endless response to minor reviewer point
  – Method
    • Appropriate operationalization of constructs (alternative interpretation?)
  – Results
    • Do the #’s (tables, graphs) really support the authors’ hypotheses?
  – If this article is right, how does it change our knowledge of the humans?
  – What questions does it open up?
  – What implications does it have for your research?